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INTRODUCTION
Magnesium is highly sensitive to galvanic corrosion due to its low corrosion potential [1]. Alloying with a few atomic percent of rare earth (RE) elements and transition metals (TM) have been proven effective in
protecting the Mg matrix from corrosive media owing to the formation of long period stacking ordered (LPSO) structures which develop during solidification. This work focuses on comparing Mg91Ni4Y5 (sample A) and
Mg92Ni3Y5 (sample B) that have been annealed at 500℃ for 10 days. The distinct behavior in hydrogen generation yields suggest the ratio of corrodible Mg atoms is different between the two samples despite of the
similarity in alloy composition. Atom probe tomography (APT) analyses were carried out to investigate the changes in structure and composition of the LPSO phase in the two ternary Mg-Ni-Y alloys.

HAADF TEM, APT and SDM

Fig. 1 was taken from sample A that consists of the α-Mg (black grains) and the LPSO
(colored grains in the IPF map) two phases. LPSO grains exposed on the mechanically
polished surface are randomly distributed. APT specimens were prepared from the LPSO
grains of c-axis normal to the sample surface. LPSO is a periodic stacking fault consisting of
L12 type RE8TM6 clusters interrupting the ordered hexagonal Mg matrix. APT analysis along
the C-axis provide the necessary spatial resolution to resolve the LPSO structure.
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Fig 4: a) HAADF-STEM image. b) Atom map of sample A showing the LPSO structure along the (0001) pole.
c) Simulated 14H LPSO structure with alternating Ni/Y clustering layers and Mg layers.

The HAADF image in [1-110]
orientation was acquired with FEI
Titan chromatic aberration corrected
TEM operating at 200kV. Both TEM
and APT specimens were prepared
from the same grain highlighted in
Fig. 1. Low energy cleaning prior to
TEM imaging is critical to resolve the
LPSO structure.
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Fig 3: The mass spectrum of MgNiY LPSO material acquired with LEAP 5000 XR in voltage pulsing mode.

In the mass spectrum observed, the constituent elements and their isotopes can be
clearly identified with excellent mass resolving power (FWHM:1000 @ 12Da Mg++).
No major concerns of overlapping ranges. Molecular species of Mg and Ni hydrides
were observed.
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Fig 7: Concentration profiles of Mg91Ni4Y5
and Mg92Ni3Y5

1D concentration profiles were
taken along the (0001) poles.
The Mg content and the Ni/Y
content change alternately
moving across the LPSO
structure going through 13
and 15 repeats, respectively,
for sample A and B.
Tabulated composition details
extracted from the 1D profile are
shown to the right in Table 1.
Both Ni and Y present in the Mg
bonding layer which is different
from the ideal LPSO structure
where Ni and Y only exist within
the clustering layers.
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Fig 5: Experimental and simulated SDM for sample A.
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Fig 6: Experimental and simulated SDM for sample B.

CONCLUSIONS

1D PROFILES and COMPOSITIONS
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The simulated atom probe dataset
was constructed based on the
LPSO 14H structure for sample A
and 18R for sample B where R
stands for ‘Rhombohedral’, H for
‘Hexagonal’ and the numbers
represent the sizes of the unit cell.
The spatial distribution map (SDM)
is a representation the average 3D
atomic neighbors of selected
element pairs. The interval
distances of LPSOs are marked as
~1.8 nm for sample A and ~1.5 nm
for sample B.

Fig 4: a) Atom map of Mg92Ni3Y5 showing LPSO structure
along the (0001) pole. c) Simulated 18R-type LPSO structure.
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HAADF image, experimental and
simulated atom maps with their caxes in the vertical direction are
compared
side-by-side.
The
periodicity of the brighter contrast
in HAADF matches the Ni/Y
clustering layers observed by APT.
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APT specimens were prepared using the standard lift-out method [2]. In Fig 2a, a
wedge was mounted to Si post using FIB-Pt deposition. Subsequently, annular milling
and low energy cleaning were conducted to produce a needle-shaped geometry. APT
analysis was carried out in voltage pulsing mode using a voltage pulse fraction of 15%
and a base temperature of 30 K.
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Fig 2: a) An extracted volume from the LPSO grain was mounted to a Si post on CAMECA microtip array.
The c-axis is in the vertical direction parallel to the tip axis. b) Ready-to-analyze APT specimen after 500V
ion milling for cleaning. The specimen develops a casing on the outer surface with lower milling rate.
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Fig 1. Electron backscatter diffraction
(EBSD) mapping was carried out to
determine the orientations of grains. The
inverse pole figure (IPF) map in color is an
overlay with the corresponding SEM image
in grayscale. The inset Kikuchi-diffraction
pattern confirms that the c-axis of the
highlighted grain is normal to the mapped
surface.
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Table 1: Local composition of Mg
bounding layer and Ni/Y clustering layer
Mg bonding layer
Sample

A

B

Mg

97.4%

97.0%

Ni

2.0%

2.2%

Y

0.5%

0.8%

Ni/Y clustering layer
Sample

A

B

Mg

83.9%

85.5%

Ni

7.7%

7.0%

Y

7.7%

7.5%
Overall

Sample

A

B

Mg

89.7%

86.8%

Ni

5.9%

6.1%

Y

4.4%

7.1%

• APT has been shown to provided detailed structural and
chemical analysis of the LPSO phase in Mg alloys.
• The sequential Ni/Y clustering layers revealed by APT
provides a deeper understanding of the atomic
distribution in LPSO.
• The presence of Ni and Y within the Mg bonding layers is
experimentally demonstrated for the first time.
• The structural information provided by APT may
influence corrosion properties for this alloy
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